PROFESSOR MOHAMAD REZA MOGHADAM
OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
from the Iranian Society for Range Management (ISRM)
Dr. Mohamad Reza Moghadam, professor of Tehran
University, Department of range management was one of the
important affecting person on range management science in
Iran.
He was born in Tabriz city, in May 05, 1940 and educated
in range management cours in October 1963 Montpellier
University, French.
Most of the mangers, scientist and universities teacher were
under his teaching.
Several times he was outstanding and achieve many awards by govermental section
and Iranian Society of Range Management and other qualified individuals and groups
working with rangelands. Also he founded range management NGO.
Dr. Moghadam has had a long and productive career including principal research
projects for national and international rangelands and Dean of research center of
natural resource of Alborz in 1971. He founded MSc. and PhD. course in Tehran
University. Following retirement from the University.
Vic has worked as a rangeland consultant in international researches. He has
worked in many countries, spending much of his time since retirement in different
section of natural resources.
In total, Dr. Moghadam has published approximately 80 papers, three fundamental,
basic and reference books, and a lot of symposia proceedings. He was a founding
main member of the Iranian Rangeland Society and served as President for two time,
and was Chair of some National Rangeland Congress which were held in Isfehan and
Tehran provinces.
Vic Moghadam is an internationally recognized rangeland scientist. He has made
significant contributions through research and consulting to enhance our understanding
of the Iran and world’s rangelands. His work has covered many subjects and he has
been continually productive for over 50 years! For his dedication to rangeland, all of the
Iranian rangeland scientist, teachers, students and staffs are thanks full and
appreciation.
Regretfully, he went to God at Wednesday, December 24, 2014
God bless his soul
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